Abstract-This paper studies the convergence of the estimation error process and the characterization of the corresponding invariant measure in distributed Kalman filtering for potentially unstable and large linear dynamic systems. A gossip network protocol termed modified gossip interactive Kalman filtering (M-GIKF) is proposed, where sensors exchange their filtered states (estimates and error covariances) and propagate their observations via intersensor communications of rateγ ;γ is defined as the averaged number of intersensor message passages per signal evolution epoch. The filtered states are interpreted as stochastic particles swapped through local interaction. This paper shows that the conditional estimation error covariance sequence at each sensor under M-GIKF evolves as a random Riccati equation (RRE) with Markov modulated switching. By formulating the RRE as a random dynamical system, it is shown that the network achieves weak consensus, i.e., the conditional estimation error covariance at a randomly selected sensor converges weakly (in distribution) to a unique invariant measure. Further, it is proved that asγ → ∞ this invariant measure satisfies the large deviation (LD) upper and lower bounds, implying that this measure converges exponentially fast (in probability) to the Dirac measure δ P * , where P * is the stable error covariance of the centralized (Kalman) filtering setup. The LD results answer a fundamental question on how to quantify the rate at which the distributed scheme approaches the centralized performance as the intersensor communication rate increases.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation
F
OR distributed estimation in a wireless sensor network [1] , [2] , multiple spatially distributed sensors collaborate to estimate the system state of interest, without the support of a central fusion center due to physical constraints such as large system size and limited communications infrastructure. Specifically, each sensor makes local partial observations and communicates with its neighbors to exchange certain information, in order to enable this collaboration. Due to its scalability for large systems and robustness to sensor failures, distributed estimation techniques find promising and wide applications including in battlefield surveillance, environment sensing, or power grid monitoring. Especially in the era of big data and large systems, which usually require overwhelming computation if implemented in centralized fashion, distributed schemes become critical since they can decompose the computational burden into local parallel procedures. A principal challenge in distributed sensing, and in distributed estimation in particular, is to design the distributed algorithm to achieve reliable and mutually agreeable estimation results across all sensors, without the help of a central fusion center. Further prior work addressing the above concerns is found in [3] and [4] , with detailed surveys in [5] and [6] and the literature cited therein. This paper studies the Modified Gossip Interactive Kalman Filtering (M-GIKF) for distributed estimation over potentially big data sets generated by a large dynamical system, in which each sensor observes only a portion of the large process, such that, if acting alone, no sensors can successfully resolve the entire system. The M-GIKF is fundamentally different from other distributed implementations of the Kalman filter, such as [7] - [10] , which usually employ some form of averaging on the sensor observations/estimations through linear consensus or distributed optimization techniques. In [7] , decentralization of the Kalman filtering algorithm is realized, where each node implements its own Kalman filter, broadcasts its estimate to every other node, and then assimilates the received information to reach certain agreement. In [8] , the author proposes 0018-9448 © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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an approximate distributed Kalman filtering algorithm by decomposing the central Kalman filter into n micro Kalman filters with inputs obtained by two consensus filters over the measurements and inverse covariance matrices. In [9] , distributed Kalman filtering is derived for large-scale systems, where low-dimensional local Kalman filtering is achieved by spatially decomposing the large-scale system and adopting bipartite fusion graphs and consensus averaging algorithms.
In [10] , the authors formulate distributed Kalman filtering for a scalar system as an optimization problem to minimize the trace of the asymptotic error covariance matrix and study the interaction among the consensus matrices, the number of messages exchanged, and the Kalman gains. Single timescale distributed approaches, i.e., in which only one round of inter-sensor message exchange is permitted per observation sampling epoch, are considered in [11] and [12] . The distributed Kalman filtering algorithm in [11] involves a dynamic consensus mechanism in which at every observation sampling round each sensor updates its local estimate of the system state by combining a neighborhood consensus cooperation term (based on a single round of inter-agent message exchange) with a local innovation term (based on the new observation data sensed). The resulting distributed algorithm can track unstable dynamics with bounded mean-squared error (MSE) as long as the degree of instability of the dynamics is within a so called Network Tracking Capacity (NTC) of the agent network. A generic characterization of agent networks in which the above dynamic consensus based algorithm provides tracking with bounded MSE is provided in [13] , where the authors employ structural system theoretic tools to obtain conditions on the communication topology and sensing model structure that guarantee tracking with bounded MSE. Another class of dynamic consensus type distributed observers/estimators has been proposed in [12] , in which, in addition to updating their local state estimates, the agents propagate an additional augmented state in a distributed fashion. Conditions on local innovation gain selection and coupling between the estimate and augmented state updates were obtained that guarantee stable tracking performance. More recently, an extension of the algorithm in [11] is proposed in [14] , which performs dynamic consensus on pseudo-innovations, a modified version of the innovations, to improve estimation performance. A conceptually different single time-scale distributed Kalman filtering scheme was considered in [15] , in which inter-agent cooperation was obtained by randomized estimate swapping among neighboring agents. Under rather weak assumptions on the detectability of the global sensing model and connectivity of the inter-agent communication network, the algorithm in [15] was shown to yield stochastically bounded estimation error at each agent. Moreover, the conditional error covariance at each agent was shown to converge to a stationary distribution of an associated random Riccati equation. In contrast, the proposed M-GIKF achieves sensor collaboration by exchanging local estimation states and propagating observations between neighbor sensors. In M-GIKF, each sensor runs a local Kalman filter. At each signal evolution epoch, each sensor first randomly selects a neighbor with which to exchange its state (their local Kalman filter state estimate and conditional error covariance), then propagates its observations to randomly selected neighbors, and lastly updates the estimate based on the received states and accumulated observations. This kind of collaboration through state exchange and observation propagating occurs distributedly and randomly, being controlled by the random network topology provided by an underlying gossip protocol. In M-GIKF, we assume that the communication channels among neighbors are ideal, implying that we precisely convey the sensor states and observations without distortion. The M-GIKF scheme introduced in this paper generalizes the (GIKF) scheme introduced in our prior work [15] , in which inter-sensor communication and signal evolution operate at the same time scale such that only sensor states are exchanged at each signal evolution epoch; in contrast, the M-GIKF scheme is a multi-time scale algorithm in which at each signal evolution epoch the agents cooperate through a single round communication of states exchange and the additional communication at a predefined rateγ (informally,γ denotes the average number of additional network communications per signal evolution epoch) to disseminate observations according to a randomized gossip protocol.
After establishing the model for the M-GIKF, we study its conditional estimation error covariance properties. We show that the sensor network achieves weak consensus for each γ > 0, i.e., the conditional estimation error covariance at a randomly selected sensor converges weakly (in distribution) to a unique invariant measure of an associated random Riccati equation. To prove this, we interpret the filtered state at each sensor, including state estimate and error covariance, as a stochastic particle and interpret the travelling process of filtered states among sensors as a Markov process. In particular, the sequence of travelling states or particles evolves according to a switched system of random Riccati operators, where the switching is dictated by a nonstationary Markov chain on the network graph. We formulate the corresponding random Riccati equation (RRE) as a Random Dynamical System (RDS) and establish the asymptotic distributional properties of the RRE sequence based on the properties of RDSs, where we show that the sequence of RREs converges weakly to an invariant measure.
The GIKF proposed in our prior work [15] is a simpler version of M-GIKF without observation propagation; [15] shows that the error process is stochastically bounded and the network achieves weak consensus. The detailed characterization of this invariant measure was not established. In this paper, we characterize such an invariant measure denoted as μγ , which is the counterpart of the unique fixed point P * of the error covariance sequence in centralized Kalman filtering [16] . Asγ → ∞, we further prove that the measure μγ approaches the Dirac measure δ P * , and μγ satisfies the Large Deviation (LD) upper and lower bounds. The LD property of μγ implies that the probability of a rare event (the event of staying away from an arbitrary small neighborhood of P * ) decays exponentially; in other words, the convergence of μγ to δ P * is exponentially fast in probability.
In contrast, our previous work in [17] only provides the Moderate Deviation property of the RRE, where the RRE arises in Kalman filtering with intermittent observations, a problem discussed in [18] , where the sensor observation packets, transmitted through an imperfect communication medium, are received at the estimator as a Bernoulli process with arrival probability γ > 0. In this case, the Moderate Derivation shows that the probability of a rare event decays as a power law of (1 − γ ) for γ → 1. Such setup and result are fundamentally different from those in this paper, because Kalman filtering with intermittent observations discussed in [17] and [18] considers only the local algorithm at each sensor without inter-sensor communications.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I-B presents the notation and preliminaries. Section II sets up the problem, reviews the previous GIKF, introduces the M-GIKF, gives an example of the distributed observation dissemination protocol, and establishes an interactive particle interpretation and the RDS formulation of the switching iterates of the RRE. Section III presents our main results regarding the convergence of the M-GIKF and the LD property for the resulting invariant measure. Section IV provides some intermediate results for the Riccati equation. Sections V and VI discuss the steps to prove the LD property. Section VII presents the simulation results and Section VIII concludes the paper.
B. Notation and Preliminaries
Denote by: R, the reals; R M , the M-dimensional Euclidean space; T, the integers; T + , the non-negative integers; N, the natural numbers; and X , a generic space. For a subset B ⊂ X , I B : X −→ {0, 1} is the indicator function, which is 1 when the argument is in B and zero otherwise; and id X is the identity function on X . For a set ⊂ X , we denote by • and¯ its interior and closure, respectively. For x ∈ X , the open ball of radius ε > 0 centered at x is denoted by B ε (x) .
Cones in Partially Ordered Banach Spaces and Probability Measures on Metric Spaces: For this part of notation and definitions, we refer the reader to [15, Sec. I] .
Limit: Let f : R −→ R be a measurable function. The notation lim z→x f (z) = y implies that, for every sequence {z n } n∈N in R with lim n→∞ |z n − x| = 0, we have lim n→∞ | f (z n ) − y| = 0. The notation lim z↑x f (z) = y implies that for every sequence {z n } n∈N in R with z n < x and lim n→∞ |z n − x| = 0, we have
Large Deviations: Let μγ be a family of probability measures on the complete separable metric space (X , d X ) indexed by the real-valued parameterγ taking values in R + . LetĪ : X −→R + be an extended-valued lower semicontinuous function. The family μγ is said to satisfy a large deviations upper bound with rate functionĪ (·) if the following holds:
Similarly, for an extended-valued lower semicontinuous function I : X −→R + , the family μγ is said to satisfy a large deviations lower bound with rate function
In addition, if the functionsĪ and I coincide, i.e.,Ī = I = I , the family μγ is said to satisfy a large deviations principle (LDP) with rate function I (·) (see [19] ). The lower semicontinuity implies that the level sets ofĪ (·) (or I (·)), i.e., sets of the form {X ∈ X |Ī (X) ≤ α} (or I (·)) for every α ∈ R + , are closed. If, in addition, the levels sets are compact (for every α),Ī (·) (or I (·)) is said to be a good rate function. Before interpreting the consequences of the LD upper and lower bounds as defined above, we consider the notion of a rare event, which is the central motivation to all large deviations:
Definition 1 (Rare Event): A set ⊂ B(X ) is called a rare event with respect to (w.r.t.) the family μγ of probability measures, if limγ →∞ μγ ( ) = 0. In other words, the event becomes increasingly difficult to observe (i.e., it becomes rare) asγ → ∞.
Once a rare event is identified, the next natural question is the rate at which its probability goes to zero under μγ asγ → ∞. This is answered by the LD upper and lower bounds, which also characterize the family μγ asγ → ∞. Indeed, it is not hard to see that, if the family μγ satisfies the LD upper and lower bounds, we have for every measurable set ∈ X :
where o(1) is the little-o notation. Now assume inf X ∈¯ Ī (X) > 0. Then, from (3) it is clear that is a rare event and, in fact, we conclude that the probability of decays exponentially with a LD exponent greater than or equal to inf X ∈¯ Ī (X). Similarly, inf X ∈ • I (X) > 0 suggests that the LD decay exponent is not arbitrary and cannot be larger than inf X ∈ • I (X). In addition, if the rate functionsĪ and I close to each other, the estimate of the exact decay exponent is tight.
We summarize the key symbols used in this paper in Table I.   II. DISTRIBUTED KALMAN FILTERING: ALGORITHMS AND ASSUMPTIONS
In this section, we present a generic class of distributed algorithms for Kalman filtering. The problem setup is described in Section II-A. In Section II-B, the algorithm GIKF (Gossip Interactive Kalman Filter) given in [15] is briefly reviewed. The GIKF is generalized for cases where additional inter-sensor communication is available in Section II-C. An example of the observation dissemination protocol is given in Section II-D. To facilitate later analysis, an interacting particle representation of the random Riccati equation resulting from the M-GIKF is provided in Section II-E. 
A. Problem Setup
The system model and communication model are adopted from that in our prior work [15] , which is included here for completeness.
Signal/Observation Model: Let t ∈ R + denote continuous time and > 0 be a constant sampling interval. The global unknown signal process {x k } k∈N evolves as a sampled linear dynamical system:
where x k ∈ R M is the signal (state) vector with an initial state x 0 distributed as a zero mean Gaussian vector with covarianceP 0 and the system noise {w k } is an uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian sequence independent of x 0 with covariance Q. The observation at the n-th sensor y n k ∈ R m n at time k is of the form:
where C n ∈ R m n ×M is the observation matrix and {v n k } is an uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian observation noise sequence with covariance R n 0. 1 Also, the noise sequences at 1 The sampling interval could be a function of various system parameters such as the sampling rate of the sensors and the rate of signal evolution. Thus the factor 1/ may be viewed as the signal evolution rate. Since is fixed throughout the paper, we will drop from the discrete index of sampled processes for notational convenience. Then, x k will be used to denote x k and the process {x k } k∈N will be denoted by {x k } k∈N .
different sensors are independent of each other, of the system noise process, and of the initial system state. Due to the limited capability of each individual sensor, typically the dimension of y n k is much smaller than that of the signal process. Thus the observation process at each sensor is usually not sufficient to make the pair {C n , F } observable. 2 We envision a totally distributed application where a reliable estimate of the entire signal process is required at each sensor. To achieve this, the sensors need collaboration via occasional communications with their neighbors, whereby they exchange their observations and filtering states. The details of the collaboration scheme will be defined precisely later.
Communication Model: Communication among sensors is constrained by several factors such as proximity, transmit power, and receiving capabilities. We model the underlying communication structure of the network in terms of an undirected graph (V, E), where V denotes the set of N sensors and E is the set of edges or allowable communication links between the sensors. The notation n ∼ l indicates that sensors n and l can communicate, i.e., E contains the undirected edge (n, l). The graph (V, E) is represented by the N × N symmetric maximal adjacency matrix A:
We assume that the diagonal elements of A are identically 1, indicating that a sensor n can always communicate with itself.
Note that E is the maximal set of allowable communication links in the network at any time; however, at a particular instant, each sensor may choose to communicate only to a fraction of its neighbors. The exact communication protocol is not so important for the analysis, as long as some weak connectivity assumptions are satisfied. For definiteness, we assume the following generic communication model, which subsumes the widely used gossip protocol for real time embedded architectures [20] and the graph matching based communication protocols for internet architectures [21] . Define the set M of symmetric 0-1 N × N matrices as follows:
where A ≤ E is to be interpreted component-wise. In other words, M is the set of adjacency matrices, where every node is incident to exactly one edge (including the self edge) and allowable edges are only those included in E. 3 Let D be a probability distribution on the space M. The sequence of timevarying adjacency matrices {A(k)} k∈N , governing the intersensor communication, is then an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence in M with distribution D and independent of the signal and observation processes. 4 We make the following assumption of connectivity on average.
Assumption C.1: Define the symmetric stochastic matrixĀ asĀ
The matrixĀ is assumed to be irreducible and aperiodic.
Remark 1:
The stochasticity ofĀ is inherited from that of the elements in M. Here, we are not concerned with the properties of the distribution D as long as the weak connectivity assumption above is satisfied. The irreducibility ofĀ depends both on the set of allowable edges E and the distribution D. We do not detail this question here. However, to show the applicability of Assumption C.1 and justify the notion of weak connectivity, we note that such a distribution D always exists if the graph (V, E) is connected. We provide a Markov chain interpretation of the mean adjacency matrixĀ, which is helpful for the following analysis. The matrixĀ can be interpreted as the transition matrix of a time-homogeneous Markov chain on the state space V . Since the state space V is finite, the irreducibility ofĀ implies the positive recurrence of the resulting Markov chain.
We present the following weak assumptions on the signal/observation model. 
Remark 2: Assumption (D.1) is minimal, since, for an arbitrary choice of the matrix F governing the signal dynamics, even a centralized setting, where a center accesses all the sensor observations over all time, requires an equivalent detectability condition. This justifies the term weak detectability.
B. Prior Work: Algorithm GIKF
The GIKF (see [15] ) assumes that the inter-sensor communication rate is comparable to the signal evolution rate and only one round of sensor communication is allowed for every epoch
We now present the algorithm GIKF (gossip based interacting Kalman filter) for distributed estimation of the signal process x k over time. Let the filter at sensor n be initialized with the pair x 0|−1 ,P 0 , wherex 0|−1 denotes the prior estimate of x 0 (with no observation information) andP 0 the corresponding error covariance. Also, x n k|k−1 ,P n k denotes the estimate at sensor n of x k based on information 6 till time k − 1 and the corresponding conditional error covariance, respectively. The pair x n k|k−1 ,P n k is also referred to as the state of sensor n at time k − 1. To define the estimate update rule for the GIKF, denote by n → k the neighbor of sensor n 5 A walk is defined w.r.t. the graph induced by the non-zero entries of the matrixĀ. 6 The information at sensor n till (and including) time k corresponds to the sequence of observations {y n s } 0≤s≤k obtained at the sensor and the information received by data exchange with its neighboring sensors.
at time k w.r.t. the adjacency matrix 7 A(k). We assume that all inter-sensor communication for time k occurs at the beginning of the slot, whereby communicating sensors swap their previous states, i.e., if at time k, n → k = l, sensor n replaces its previous state x n k|k−1 ,P n k by x l k|k−1 ,P l k and sensor l replaces its previous state
The estimate is updated by sensor n at the end of the slot (after the communication and observation tasks have been completed) as follows:
C. Faster Communication Time-Scale: Algorithm M-GIKF
We recall from Table I that P denotes the power set of [1, . . . , N] and the elements of P are indexed by j ∈ [0, . . . , 2 N − 1], with 0 denoting the null set and 2 N − 1 the entire set. Also, for technical convenience, we will interpret the elements (sensors) in a subset index by j to be arranged in ascending order, i 1 denoting the first and i |P j | denoting the last, i.e., this subset is
Suppose, in the basic GIKF scheme explained above, there is an additional step of communication. Specifically, assume that in every interval [k , (k + 1) ) the network (as a whole) is given an opportunity for additional communication at rateγ , i.e., additionalγ message exchanges occur across the network in each epoch. In particular, we assume that the total number of additional sensor transmissions in [k , (k +1) ) is dominated by a Poisson random variable of rateγ , 8 and that each transmission conforms to the network topology induced by the maximal adjacency matrix A. Clearly, by exploiting this additional inter-sensor communication, the network should be able to perform a filtering task that is at least as good if not better than the basic GIKF.
A natural way to improve the performance of the GIKF is to use this additional communication to disseminate the observations across the sensors. We denote this new scheme with additional communication for disseminating the observations by Modified GIKF (M-GIKF). For each sensor n, the subsetvalued process {Iγ ). Also, the corresponding 7 Note that by symmetry we have
It is possible that n → k = n, in which case A(k) has a self-loop at node n. 8 The Poisson assumption is claimed and justified at the end of this subsection.
parameters with y
i.e., each sensor only has access to its own observations in each epoch. Hence, in the GIKF the only cooperation among the sensors is achieved through estimate exchanging and no explicit mixing or aggregation of instantaneous observations occur. This is in fact the key difference between the GIKF and the M-GIKF. In the M-GIKF, the sensors use the additional communication rateγ to exchange instantaneous observations, in addition to performing the basic estimate swapping of the GIKF.
In this work, our main focus is not on the exact nature of the instantaneous observation dissemination protocol, as long as it is distributed (i.e., any inter-sensor exchange conforms to the network topology) and satisfies some assumptions (in Section II-D we will provide an example of such distributed protocols satisfying these assumptions). Recall Iγ ,n k to be the instantaneous observation set available at sensor n by the end of the interval [k , (k + 1) ). Note, the statistics of the process {Iγ ,n k } depend on the dissemination protocol used and the operating rateγ . Before providing details of the dissemination protocol and the assumptions on the processes {Iγ ,n k }, for all n, we explain the M-GIKF scheme as follows. For the moment, the reader may assume that {Iγ ,n k } are generic set-valued processes taking values in P and there exists a distributed protocol operating in the time window [k , (k + 1) ) leading to such observation sets at the sensors by the end of the epoch. Clearly, for any protocol andγ ≥ 0, 9
Moreover, if the observation dissemination protocol is reasonable, I n k is strictly greater than {n} with positive probability. The basic difference between the GIKF and the M-GIKF is that, in (10)- (11), instead of conditioning on y n k at sensor n, we condition on the possibly larger set y I n k k of observations available at sensor n.
With this setup, now, we formally describe the M-GIKF, which generalizes the GIKF when additional inter-sensor communication at rateγ is allowed in every epoch
Algorithm M-GIKF: We assume thatγ > 0 is given and fixed. Let the filter at sensor n be initialized with the pair x 0|−1 ,P 0 , wherex 0|−1 denotes the prior estimate of x 0 (with no observation information) andP 0 the corresponding error covariance. Also, by x n k|k−1 ,P n k we denote the estimate at sensor n of x k based on information till time k − 1 and the corresponding conditional error covariance, respectively. The pair x n k|k−1 ,P n k is also referred to as the state of sensor n at time k − 1. Similar to GIKF, the M-GIKF update involves the state exchanging step (w.r.t. the adjacency matrices {A(k)}), whereby, at the beginning of the epoch
This exchange is performed only once in the interval [k , (k + 1) ). Then each sensor in M-GIKF makes its sensing observation and M-GIKF instantiates the distributed dissemination protocol before the end of the epoch. This leads observation aggregation with y I n k k being the observation set available at sensor n at the end of the interval [k , (k + 1) ). The estimate update at sensor n at the end of the slot (after the communication and observation dissemination tasks have been completed) iŝ
Due to conditional Gaussianity, the optimal prediction steps can be implemented through the time-varying Kalman filter recursions, and it follows that the sequence P n k of the conditional predicted error covariance matrices at sensor n satisfies the Riccati recursion:
Remark 3: Note that the sequence P n k is random, due to the random neighborhood selection function n → k . The goal of the paper is to study the asymptotic properties of the sequence of random conditional error covariance matrices P n k at each sensor n and to show in what sense they reach consensus, such that, in the limit of large time, every sensor provides an equally good (stable in the sense of estimation error) estimate of the signal process.
Assumptions on the Observation Dissemination Protocol: We introduce the following assumptions on the communication medium and the distributed information dissemination protocol generating the subsets {I n k } for all n, k.
For each k, the protocol initiates at the beginning of the interval [k , (k + 1) ) and operates on the most recent observations {y n k } 1≤n≤N . The protocol terminates at the end of the epoch. For observation dissemination in the next epoch [(k + 1) , (k + 2) ), the protocol is re-initiated and acts on the new observation data {y n k+1 } 1≤n≤N , independent of its status in the previous epoch. Necessarily, the sequence is (conditionally) i.i.d.. We define
i.e., the average number of dissemination messages per epoch isγ .
We assume that for allγ > 0
We assume that, for
Remark 4:
We now comment on the assumptions and justify their applicability under reasonable conditions (examples of distributed observation dissemination protocols with rate constraints are provided in Section II-D):
(i) Assumption (E.1) essentially means that the waiting times between successive transmissions are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1/γ . This is justified in Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) type protocols, where the back-off time is often chosen to be exponentially distributed. To be more realistic, one needs to account for packet delays and transmission/reception processing times. We ignore these in the current setting. On a more practical note, the rateγ may be viewed as a function of the network communication bandwidth; the larger the bandwidth, the higher the rate of channel usages and henceγ . In distributed network communication settings, a typical example of exponential waiting between successive transmissions is the asynchronous gossip model (see [20] ). (ii) Assumption (E.2) is justified for memoryless and timeinvariant communication schemes. It says that the scope of an instantiation of the distributed observation dissemination protocol is confined to the interval [k , (k+1) ), at the end of which the protocol restarts with a new set of observations independent of its past status. Equation (13) is then a direct consequence of the Strong Law of Large Numbers (SLLN). This essentially means that the observation dissemination rate isγ times the observation acquisition or sampling rate scale. (iii) Assumption (E.3) is satisfied by any reasonable distributed protocol if the network is connected. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that, ifγ > 0, the probability of having a sufficiently large number of communications in an interval of length > 0 is strictly greater than zero (which can be very small though, depending on the value ofγ ). On the other hand, if the network is connected, it is possible by using a sufficiently large (but finite) number of communications to disseminate the observation of a sensor to every other sensor. We claim that if random link failures are further considered in the protocol, the M-GIKF algorithm and the corresponding convergence result could still hold with minimum modification, since link failures basically lead to no information swapping or propagation between some particular node pairs. This results in the same effect as the case where the sensors choose to communicate with themselves in our current protocol. Apparently, with random link failures, to achieve the same error performance, it would require more signal evolution epochs compared with the case without link failures.
D. An Example of Distributed Observation Dissemination Protocol
In this section, we give an example of a gossip based distributed observation dissemination protocol. During the epoch [k , (k + 1) ), the protocol initiates the observation dissemination at sensor n. Sensor n starts with its own current observation y n k and keeps exchanging its observation with its neighbors till the end of this epoch. The number of exchanges and the type of each exchange are determined by an asynchronous pairwise gossip protocol [20] , where the inter-sensor communication occurs at successive ticks of a Poisson process with rateγ / o , and at each tick only one of the network links is active with uniform probability 1/M, where o is the time duration allocated for observation dissemination with each epoch, andM is the cardinality of the allowable communication link set E. Equivalently, we could consider each network link activated independently of the others according to the ticks of a local Poisson clock with rateγ / M , where no two links will become active simultaneously due to the independence of events in the local Poisson processes. As a formal statement, the number of intersensor communications for observation dissemination M(k) in the interval [k , (k + 1) ) follows a Poisson distribution with mean valueγ , which proves that this protocol satisfies assumption (E.1). In addition, the corresponding sequence of time-varying adjacency matrices
. sequence uniformly distributed on the set {E nl }, where E nl is defined as a permutation matrix, such that, for each (n, l) ∈ E and n = l, E nl n,l = E nl l,n = 1 and E nl m,m = 1 for m = n, l, with all other entries being 0. Now, we establish the observation dissemination process.
at sensor n just after the i -th exchange in the epoch [k , (k + 1) ). Starting with s 0 k (n) = n for each n means that, at the beginning of the epoch [k , (k + 1) ) before any exchanges, each sensor n only has its own observation y n k . When exchanges happen, the observations {y n k } 1≤n≤N travel across the network according to
During this exchange process until the end of the epoch [k , (k + 1) ), the sensors store the observations passing through them. Therefore, at the end of the epoch [k , (k + 1) ), the set of observations available at sensor n is
Finally, the observation dissemination for the epoch [k , (k + 1) ) terminates at the end of this epoch, right before the sensor starts the next epoch [(k + 1) , (k + 2) ). Then similarly the observation dissemination repeats during the epoch [(k + 1) , (k + 2) ) independent of its prior state. Therefore, the sequence {I n k } as the set of observation indices available at sensor n at the end of each epoch is a temporally i.i.d. process, which satisfies assumption (E.2). Moreover, this observation dissemination process is assumed to be independent of the estimate exchange process.
Remark 6: It is readily seen that the above observation dissemination protocol conforms to the preassigned gossip network structure. In fact, to execute the above protocol, each sensor needs to know its local communication neighborhood only, no global topology information is required. Secondly, note that, at each communication, a sensor forwards a single observation y
to a neighboring sensor. Since, the sensor observations are typically low-dimensional, the data overhead of each communication is modest. Finally, since the above protocol is fully randomized (neighbors are chosen independently uniformly), it is likely that a sensor will receive multiple copies of the same observation (possibly through different neighbors), i.e., some communications might end up being redundant.
To prove that this protocol satisfies assumptions (E.3) and (E.4), we have the following analysis employing the hitting time concept of Markov chains. For each j = 2 N − 1, without loss of generality, we assume that j corresponds to the sensor subset {n 1 , n 2 , ..., n m }, with {n 1 , n 2 , ..., n N−m } denoting the complementary subset. As explained by the interacting particle representation in the next section, the link formation process following the sequence {A o k (i )} for the observation dissemination can be represented as N particles moving on the graph as identical Markov chains. We use T i to denote the hitting time starting from sensor i to another sensor n in the Markov chain, with the transition probability matrix as the mean adjacency matrixĀ o , which is irreducible and defined in a similar way as (9) . Then, we have
From [22, Th. 7.26] , since the transition matrixĀ o is irreducible, there exist constants 0 < α < 1 and 0 < L < ∞ such that P(T i > L) ≤ α, ∀i , and more generally,
Also, there exists constant 0 < β < 1 such that P(T i > L) ≥ β, ∀i , and more generally,
Then, following (19), we have lim sup
where the last equation is obtained since limγ →∞
Then, from (20) and (21), we have
Therefore, from (22) and (24), we have q n (j ) andq n (j ) in (16) well defined as
Sinceq n (j ) = − lnα L and α < 1, clearly we see that, for j = 2 N − 1,q n (j ) > 0. Therefore, we have completed the proof that assumption (E.4) holds.
To establish assumption (E.3), we denote T m = max{T 1 , ..., T N }, i.e., T m is the longest time among all hitting times to sensor n from other sensors. Then,
, which is greater than zero according to (20) . This access to all the observations at the end of an epoch may be arbitrarily small but strictly greater than zero.
E. An Interacting Particle Representation
As we did in [15] , we now introduce an interesting particle representation, which bears subtle and critical differences from that in [15] due to the extra observation dissemination procedure .
Recall from [15] the notation S M + for the cone of positive semidefinite matrices and from Section II-C the notations C j and R j . To simplify the notation in (12), we define the functions of f j :
denoting the respective subset Riccati operators 10 :
Recall the sequence n → k of neighbors of sensor n. The sequence of conditional error covariance matrices P n k at sensor n then evolves according tô
where j (I n k ) denotes the index of I n k in the set P. The above sequence P n k is non-Markovian (and is not even semiMarkov given the random adjacency matrix sequence {A(k)}), asP n k at time k is a random functional of the conditional error covariance of sensor n → k at time k − 1, which, in general, is different from that of sensor n. This makes the evolution of the sequence P n k difficult to track. To overcome this, we give the following interacting particle interpretation of the conditional error covariance evolution, from which we can completely characterize the evolution of the desired covariance sequences P n k for n = 1, . . . , N.
To this end, we note that the link formation process given by the sequence {A(k)} can be represented by N particles moving on the graph as identical Markov chains. The state of the n-th particle is denoted by z n (k), and the sequence {z n (k)} k∈N takes values in [1, . . . , N] . The evolution of the n-th particle is given as follows:
Recall the (random) neighborhood selection n → k . Thus, the n-th particle can be viewed as originating from node n at time 0 and then traveling on the graph (possibly changing its location at each time) according to the link formation process {A(k)}. The following proposition establishes important statistical properties of the sequence {z n (k)}: Proposition 1: (i) For each n, the process {z n (k)} is a Markov chain on V = [1, . . . , N] with the transition probability matrixĀ. (ii) The Markov chain {z n (k)} is ergodic with the uniform distribution on V being the attracting invariant measure. For each of the Markov chains {z n (k)}, we define a sequence of switched Riccati iterates {P n (k)}:
The sequence {P n (k)} can be viewed as an iterated system of Riccati maps, in which the random switching sequence is governed by the Markov chain {z n (k)}. A more intuitive explanation comes from the particle interpretation; precisely the n-th sequence may be viewed as a particle originating at node n and hopping around the network as a Markov chain with transition probabilityĀ whose instantaneous state P n (k) evolves via the Riccati operator at its current location. In particular, in contrast to the sequence P n k of the original 10 For j = 0, the corresponding Riccati operator f 0 in (26) reduces to the Lyapunov operator, see [15] .
conditional error covariances at sensor n, the sequence {P n (k)} does not correspond to the evolution of the error covariance at a particular sensor. The following proposition establishes the relation between {P n (k)} and the sequence P n k of interest.
Proposition 2:
Consider the sequence of random permutations {π k } on V , given by (π k+1 (1), . . . , π k+1 (N) 
with initial condition (π 0 (1), . . . , π 0 (N)) = (1, . . . , N) .
Note that π k (n) = z n (k) for every n, where z n (k) is defined in (28). Then, for k ∈ N,
(32) The above proposition suggests that the asymptotics of the desired sequence P n k for every n can be obtained by studying the asymptotics for the sequences {P n (k)}. Hence, in the subsequent sections, we will focus on {P n (k)}, rather than working directly with the sequences P n k of interest, which involve a much more complicated statistical dependence.
F. The Auxiliary Sequence { P(k)}
Since the switching Markov chains {z n (k)} are non-stationary, in order to analyze the processes {P n (k)} for n = 1, ..., N under the scope of iterated random systems [23] or RDSs [24] , we propose an auxiliary process P(k) evolving with similar random Riccati iterates, but for which the corresponding switching Markov chain { z(k)} is stationary, i.e., { z(k)} is initialized by the uniform invariant measure on V . Then, we can analyze the asymptotic properties of the auxiliary sequence P(k) by formulating it as an RDS on the space S N + and derive the asymptotics of the sequence {P n (k)} for n = 1, ..., N. The auxiliary sequence P(k) is formally defined as follows, which follows the concept proposed in [15] , but with necessary and non-trivial modifications to take into account observation dissemination.
Consider a Markov chain { z(k)} k∈T + on the graph V , with transition matrixĀ and uniform initial distribution as follows:
By proposition 1, the Markov chain { z(k)} is stationary. Now we can define the auxiliary process P(k) with similar random Riccati iterates as
with (possibly random) initial condition P(0). 11 In order to proceed with the asymptotic analysis of the auxiliary sequence P(k) , we construct an RDS (θ, ϕ) on S N + , equivalent to the auxiliary sequence P(k) in the sense of distribution. The construction process is similar to that in our previous paper [15] ; thus the details are omitted here.
Briefly, denote ( , F , P, {θ k , k ∈ T}) as a metric dynamical system, where ( , F , P) is a probability space and the family of transformations {θ k } k∈T on is the family of left-shifts, i.e., θ k w(·) = w(k + ·), ∀k ∈ T, w ∈ ; the cocycle ϕ :
From the construction of {θ, ϕ}, the sequence {ϕ(k, w, P n (0))} k∈T + is distributionally equivalent to the sequence P(k) k∈T + , i.e.,
Therefore, analyzing the asymptotic distribution properties of the sequence P(k) equals to studying the sequence {ϕ(k, w, P n (0))}, which we will analyze in the sequel. We first establish some properties of the RDS (θ, ϕ) that represents the sequence P(k) .
Lemma 1:
(ii) The RDS (θ, ϕ) is order preserving.
(iii) If in addition Q is positive definite, i.e., Q 0, the RDS (θ, ϕ) is strongly sublinear. The proof of Lemma 1 and the concepts including conditionally compact, order preserving, and sublinearity, are discussed in our prior work [15] .
III. MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present the main results of the paper, which include two parts. The first part concerns the asymptotic properties of the conditional error covariance processes at the sensors for a fixedγ > 0. These results generalize those obtained for the GIKF in [15] . The second part is the LD results concerning the family {μ} of the {μγ } of the invariant filtering measures asγ → ∞, which is our key focus in this paper. As such, we just present the main results, the proofs of which are similar to those in [15] .
A. Asymptotic Results for Finiteγ
We fix aγ > 0. First, we present the asymptotic properties of the auxiliary sequences P(k) .
Theorem 1: Under the assumptions C.1, S.1, and D.1, there exists a unique invariant probability measure μγ on the space of positive semidefinite matrices S N + , such that the sequence P(k) converges weakly (in distribution) to μγ from every initial condition P n (0) for each n ∈ [1, . . . , N], i.e.,
P(k) ⇒ μγ .
(36) Theorem 1 implies that the sequence P(k) reaches consensus in the weak sense to the same invariant measure μγ irrespective of the initial states, since μγ does not depend on the index n and on the initial state P(0) of the sequence P(k) .
Based on Theorem 1, we can deduce Theorem 2, which does not directly touch the sequences P n k for n = 1, . . . , N, but sets the stage for showing the key result regarding the convergence of these sequences.
Theorem 2: As defined in Section II-F, { z(k)} is a stationary Markov chain on V with transition probability matrixĀ, i.e., z(0) is distributed uniformly on V . Let ν be a probability measure on S M + ; and the process P(k) is given by
where P(0) is distributed as ν, independent of the Markov chain { z(k)} and the processes {I k n } for all n. Then, there exists a unique probability measure μγ such that, for every ν, the process P(k) constructed above converges weakly to μγ as k → ∞, i.e.,
(38) We now state the theorem characterizing the convergence properties of the sequences P n k . Theorem 3: Let q be a uniformly distributed random variable on V , independent of the sequence of adjacency matrices {A(k)} and the processes {I k n }. Then, the sequence P q k converges weakly to μγ defined in Theorem 2, i.e.,
In other words, the conditional error covariance P q k of a randomly selected sensor converges in distribution to μγ . Remark 7: Theorem 3 reinforces the weak consensus achieved by the M-GIKF, i.e., the conditional error covariance at a randomly selected sensor converges in distribution to an invariant measure μγ . In other words, it provides an estimate {x q (k)} for the entire signal x, where {x q (k)} could be obtained by uniformly selecting a sensor q and using its estimate {x q (k)} for all time k. Also, note that the results here pertain to the limiting distribution of the conditional error covariance and hence the pathwise filtering error. This is a much stronger result than just providing the moment estimates of the conditional error covariance, which does not provide much insight into the pathwise instantiation of the filter. In the following subsection, we provide an analytical characterizations of the invariant measure μγ by showing that it satisfies the LD lower and upper bounds as μγ → ∞ .
B. Large Deviation Probabilities for the {μγ } Family
In this section, we characterize the invariant measure μγ governing the asymptotics of the conditional sensor error covariance process {P n k }, n = 1, . . . , N. The following result is a first step to understanding the behavior of the invariant distribution μγ family.
Theorem 4: The family of invariant distributions μγ converges weakly, asγ → ∞, to the Dirac measure δ P * corresponding to the performance of the centralized estimator (recall, P * is the unique fixed point of the centralized Riccati operator f 2 N −1 ).
Remark 8: Theorem 4 states that the family {μγ } converges weakly to the Dirac measure δ P * concentrated at P * , as γ → ∞, which is intuitive, since withγ → ∞, the distributed M-GIKF filtering process reduces to classical Kalman filtering with all the observations available at a fusion center, i.e., centralized filtering, where P * is the unique fixed point of this centralized filtering. Therefore, withγ → ∞, we expect the M-GIKF to perform more and more similarly to the centralized case, which leads to the weak convergence of the measure μγ to δ P * asγ → ∞. An immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is
which means, w.r.t. {μγ }, every event with P * / ∈¯ is a rare event. This is intuitively correct, since asγ → ∞, the measures {μγ } become more and more concentrated on an arbitrarily small neighborhood of P * , resulting in the event becoming very difficult to observe.
The proof of this theorem is presented in Appendix A. In the sequel, we establish the LD upper and lower bounds for the family {μγ } asγ → ∞, which completely characterizes the behavior of {μγ }.
Recall the set of stringsS in Definition 2. For an integer r ≥ 1, let P r denote the set of all paths of length r in the sensor graph w.r.t. the adjacency matrix A, i.e.,
. . , N], ∀1 ≤ i ≤ r and
To each string R = ( f j r , f j r−1 , . . . , f j 1 , P * ) ∈ S P * r of length r , defined in Section IV, we assign its upper and lower weights respectively as,
We setw(R) = w(R) = 0, if r = 0 in the above. Note that |P r | < ∞ for each r ∈ N; hencew(·) and w(·) are well-defined extended valued functions mapping from S P * to R + (we adopt the convention that the minimum of an empty set is ∞).
Finally, define the upper and lower rate functions,
We then have the following large deviation results for the family μγ asγ → ∞. 
Remark 9: Theorem 5 characterizes the invariant measure {μγ } asγ → ∞. It establishes the important qualitative behavior of {μγ } that rare events decay exponentially whenγ → ∞. For a rare event , from (45) and (46), we have
The exact exponent of the exponential decay is bounded
The result suggests how the system designer could trade off estimation accuracy with the communication rateγ . For instance, given a tolerance ε > 0, in order to guarantee the probability of estimation errors lying outside the ε−neighborhood of the optimal centralized estimation error P * is less than some δ > 0,γ should be selected according to
where B C ε (P * ) is the complement of the open ball B ε (P * ).
(X), the designer obtains an estimate of the communication ratē γ required to maintain the probability of outlying errors less than δ.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5 in Sections V and VI, and some intermediate results are presented in Section IV.
IV. SOME INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
In this section we present first results on the random compositions of Riccati operators, to be used for analyzing the switched sequences of form (29), and then approximation results generalizing those in [17] .
A. Preliminary Results
The RRE sequence is an iterated function system (see [23] ) comprising of random compositions of Riccati operators. Understanding the system requires studying the behavior of such random function compositions, where not only the numerical value of the composition is important, but also the composition pattern is relevant. To formalize this study, we start with the following definitions.
Definition 2 (String): Let P 0 ∈ S M + . A string R with initial state P 0 and length r ∈ N is a (r + 1)-tuple of the form:
where f j corresponds to the Riccati operator defined in (26) . The length of a string R is denoted by len(R). The set of all possible strings is denoted byS. Fixγ > 0. A string R of the form
is calledγ -feasible, if there exists a path 12 (n r , n r−1 , . . . , n 1 ) of length r w.r.t.Ā, such that q n i (j i ) > 0 (recall q n i (j i ) defined 12 A sequence of nodes (n r , n r−1 , . . . , n 1 ) is called a path w.r.t.Ā if
in (14)) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r . The set of allγ -feasible strings is further denoted bySγ .
Remark 10: Note that a string R can be of length 0; then it is represented as a 1-tuple, consisting of only the initial condition.
Let r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r l be non-negative integers, such that l i=1 r i = r and j k i ∈ P for 1 ≤ i ≤ r k and 1 ≤ k ≤ l, where for all k, we have j
Let R be a string of length r of the following form:
For brevity, we write R as
For example, the string (
Definition 3 (Numerical Value of a String):
Every string R is associated with its numerical value, denoted by N (R), which is the numerical evaluation of the function composition on the initial state P 0 ; i.e., for R of the form
we have
Thus, 13 the numerical value can be viewed as a function N (·) mapping from the spaceS of strings to S M + . We abuse notation by denoting N (S) as the set of numerical values attainable, i.e.,
Similarly, by N (Sγ ) we denote the subset of numerical values associated to theγ -feasible stringsSγ . Remark 11: Note the difference between a string and its numerical value. Two strings are equal if and only if they comprise the same order of function compositions applied to the same initial state. In particular, two strings can be different, even if they are evaluated with the same numerical value.
For fixed P 0 ∈ S M + and r ∈ N, the subset of strings of length r and initial condition P 0 is denoted by S P 0 r . The corresponding set of numerical values is denoted by N (S
r consists of all strings with numerical value X, i.e.,
In the following, we present some important properties of strings to be used later. Recall from [15] that S M ++ is the cone of positive definite matrices.
Proposition 3:
where P * ∈ S M ++ denotes the unique fixed point of 13 For function compositions, we adopt a similar notation to that of strings; for example, we denote the composition
the Riccati operator f 2 N −1 . In particular, if for some X ∈ S M + , r 0 ∈ N, and j r 0 , . . . , j 1 ∈ P, the string R = f j r 0 , . . . , f j 1 , P * belongs to S P * r 0 (X), we have
(ii) Let r ∈ N and R ∈ S P 0 r = f j r , . . . , f j 1 , P 0 be a string. Define the function π(·) by
i.e., π(R) counts the number of occurrences of the noncentralized Riccati operator f 2 N −1 in R.
, which represents the string of length π(R) obtained by removing the occurrences of f 2 N −1 from R. 14 Then, there exists α P 0 ∈ R + , depending on P 0 only, such that
The proof is a straightforward generalization of [17, Proposition 3.6] and is omitted.
B. Riccati Equation
In this subsection, we present several approximation results needed in the sequel. We discuss generic properties, like uniform convergence of the Riccati operator, which will be used in the sequel to obtain various tightness estimates required for establishing the LD results.
Proposition 4:
(ii) For every ε > 0, there exists r ε ≥ M, such that, for every X ∈ S M + , with X P * (P * is the unique fixed point of the centralized Riccati operator f 2 N −1 ), we have
Note, in particular, that r ε can be chosen independent of the initial state X. (iii) For a fixed r ∈ N and j r , . . . , j 1 ∈ P, define the function g :
Then g(·) is Lipschitz continuous with some constant K g > 0. Also, for every ε 2 > 0, there exists r ε 2 , such that the function f
Proof: The second and third assertions follow from [17, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2]. For the the first assertion, note that by (26) we have
where
T . Hence, we can rewrite the above equation as
that is obtained due to the fact that C j XC T j + R j is block diagonal, from which it follows that
. . .
Since j = 2 N − 1 corresponds to the entire set of nodes {1, . . . , N}, we have |j | ≤ N and hence
V. LD FOR INVARIANT MEASURES
In this section, we first define the lower semicontinuous regularizationĪ L ofĪ and the lower semicontinuous regularization I L of I and establish their properties in Subsection V-A. Then, we are set to establish the LD for the family of invariant measures μγ , withĪ L and I L working as the upper and lower rate functions, respectively.
A. The Upper and Lower Rate Functions
We define
Recall thatĪ , I : S M + −→R + are defined as
w(R),
The functionsĪ , I are not generally lower semicontinuous and hence do not qualify as rate functions. However, candidate rate functions for the family of invariant distributions can be the lower semicontinuous regularizations ofĪ , I , which are defined asĪ
The following proposition gives some readily verifiable properties ofĪ L (X), whose proof may be obtained from [17, Proposition 6.1] . The semicontinuous regularization I L (X) also has similar properties.
is open, the reverse inequality holds and thus inf X ∈ Ī L (X) = inf X ∈ Ī (X).
+ be a non-empty compact set; then we have
B. The LD Lower Bound
The following lemma establishes the LD lower bound for the sequence {μγ } of invariant distributions asγ → ∞.
Lemma 2: Let ∈ B(S M + ); then the following lower bound holds:
The proof is provided in Appendix B.
C. The LD Upper Bound
In this subsection, we establish the LD upper bound for the family of invariant distributions asγ → ∞. The proof is divided into three steps. First, we establish the upper bound on compact sets. Then, we derive a tightness result for the family of invariant distributions. Finally, we establish the LD upper bound on the required closed sets.
First, we provide some basic results on the topological properties of strings.
Definition 4 (Truncated String): Let the string R be given as R = ( f j 1 , . . . , f j r , P 0 ) where r ∈ T + , j 1 , . . . , j r ∈ P. Then for s ≤ r , the truncated string R s of length s is defined as
(68) Lemma 3: Define the set of strings U ⊂ S P * and the quantities l(F), for a closed set F ∈ S M + , as
wherew
Then, if l(F) < ∞ and l (F) < ∞, there exists r F ∈ T + large enough, such that for all R ∈ U(F) with len(R) ≥ r F ,
In the statement of Lemma 3, we assume that the infimum of an empty set is ∞. The proof of Lemma 3 is provided in Appendix C.
From the definition of U(F), we see that
and hence
If l(F) < ∞, i.e., the set U(F) is non-empty, the infimum is attained. That is, there exists R * ∈ U(F) such that l(F) = π(R * ).
Now we prove the LD upper bound for the family of μγ asγ → ∞ over compact sets.
Lemma 4: Let K ∈ B(S M + ) be a compact set. Then the following upper bound holds:
The proof is presented in Appendix D. We use the following tightness result to extend the upper bound from compact sets to arbitrary closed sets.
Lemma 5: The family of invariant distributions μγ satisfies the following tightness property: For every a > 0, there exists a compact set K a ⊂ S M + such that,
The proof is presented in Appendix E. Now we can complete the proof of the LD upper bound for arbitrary closed sets by using the upper bound on compact sets in Lemma 4 and the tightness result in Lemma 5.
Lemma 6: For a closed set F ∈ B(S M + ), the following upper bound holds:
Proof: Let a > 0 be arbitrary. By the tightness estimate in Lemma 5, there exists a compact set K a ⊂ S M + such that lim sup
The set F ∩ K a , as the intersection of a closed and a compact set, is compact. Then the LD upper bound in Lemma 4 holds, and we have lim sup
To estimate the probability μγ (F), we use the following decomposition:
From the results on the limits of real number sequences (see [25 
From (80) and (81), we have lim sup
Since the above inequality holds for an arbitrary a > 0, taking the limit as a → ∞ on both sides together with
VI. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 5. Proof: Lemma 2 and Lemma 6 have established that the family of μγ satisfies the LD lower and upper bounds at scaleγ with rate functions I L andĪ L , respectively, asγ → ∞. To complete the proof of Theorem 5 it suffices to show that I L (·) =Ī (·) and I L (·) = I (·), i.e.,Ī (·) and I (·) are lower semicontinuous. We first proveĪ L (·) =Ī (·), and it takes the same method to prove
we know the discrete quantity inf Y ∈B ε (X )Ī (Y ) is non-decreasing w.r.t. ε; then there exists ε 0 > 0 such thatĪ
The infimum above is achieved for every ε 0 > 0, and we conclude that there exists a sequence {X n } n∈N such that
Recall the set of strings
Then we have
Since B ε 0 (X) is closed, by Lemma 3, there exists r 0 ∈ T + such that for R ∈ U(B ε 0 (X)) with len(R) ≥ r 0 ,
By the existence of {X n }, there exists a sequence {R n } of strings in U(B ε 0 (X)) such that
Without loss of generality, we assume that len(R n ) = r 0 for all n. Indeed, if len(R n ) < r 0 , we can modify R n by appending the requisite number of f 2 N −1 at the right end, which still satisfies (90). On the other hand, if len(R n ) > r 0 , we note that R n must be of the form
where the truncated string (defined in Definition 4) R
Hence, if len(R n ) > r 0 , we may consider the truncated string R r 0 n instead, which also satisfies (90). We thus assume that the sequence {R n } with the properties in (90) further satisfies len(R n ) = r 0 for all n.
The number of distinct strings in the sequence {R n } is at most (2 N −1) r 0 ; in fact, it should be less than (2 N −1) r 0 due to the constraintw(R n ) =Ī L (X). Hence, at least one pattern is repeated infinitely often in the sequence {R n }, i.e., there exists a string R * such that we have len(R * ) = r 0 ,w(R * ) =Ī L (X), and a subsequence {R n k } k∈N of {R n } with R n k = R * .
The corresponding subsequence {X n k } of numerical values then satisfies
and hence we have
Therefore, we have the string R * ∈ S P * (X) and
With the fact thatĪ (X) ≥Ī L (X), we have the final 
VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we simulate the M-GIKF to estimate a 10-dimensional state-unknown system 15 with a network of 5 sensors. The matrices F , C n , and Q satisfy Assumptions S.1 and D.1. The simulation is based on the example of distributed observation dissemination protocol discussed in Section II-D, in which this protocol does not use knowledge of global topology and is the simplest random walk on the graph with uniform (unoptimized) neighbor selection. By tuning the link selection probabilities (using full knowledge of global topology), it could be possible to perform better. The protocol in Section II-D is just an example of possible protocols, while the theoretical analysis in our paper is protocol independent.
We study the behavior of μγ for different values ofγ . We iterate the RRE 10 4 times to ensure the error covariance sequence at a randomly selected sensor converged in distribution to μγ as shown in Theorems 2 and 3, where we simulate 5, 000 samples for eachγ . In order to graphically present the distribution for the covariance matrix, we focus on its largest eigenvalue and trace here. The resulting empirical Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDFs) of the normalized largest eigenvalue λ max (·) and the normalized trace Tr(·) (which is the conditional mean-squared error) of the error covariance matrices are plotted in Fig. 1 , where the x-axis is λ max (·)/λ max (P * ) and Tr(·)/Tr(P * ), respectively in Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1 (b) . Asγ increases, we see that the empirical measure μγ converges in distribution to the Dirac measure δ P * of P * .
Then we simulate the LD decay exponent of the rare event B C ε (Tr(P * )) with ε = Tr(P * )/2, and the LD decay exponent of the rare event B C ε (λ max (P * )) with ε = λ max (P * )/2. For eachγ , we estimate the LD decay exponents 1 γ lnμγ (B C ε (λ max (P * ))) and 1 γ lnμγ (B C ε (Tr(P * ))) by using the samples obtained above for calculating the empirical CDFs. Then we take effort to numerically calculate the LD lower and upper bounds. From Theorem 5, the LD upper bound for the rare event B C ε (Tr(P * )) can be obtained as the negative infimum ofĪ (·) over the set of rare events, and the LD lower bound for the rare event B C ε (Tr(P * )) can be obtained as the negative infimum of I (·) over the set of rare events. Recall (42), (44), and (45), we present the LD upper bound for the rare event B C ε (Tr(P * )) as − inf (25) . Now we present one way to set α in (25) . Recall Section II-D, where T i is the hitting time starting from sensor i to another particular sensor n in the Markov chain with transition matrixĀ o . Then we have
and α can be selected as α
For the LD lower bound of the rare event B C ε (Tr(P * )), recall (43), (44), and (46), we present the LD lower bound as
where q n i (j i ) is defined in (25) . We could set β in (25) 
Then the problems of computing the LD upper and lower bounds could be converted to solving the optimization problems in (96) and (98) respectively. We could then apply some search method to numerically solve those problems to obtain the LD upper and lower bounds. The same analysis could be applied for the case of B C ε (λ max (P * )). Fig. 2 displays the estimated LD decay exponents of the rare events of B C ε (Tr(P * )) and B C ε (λ max (P * )) for different values ofγ , and the corresponding LD upper and lower bounds of the decay exponents. The empirically estimated decay exponents in these two rare events perform quite similar, which is due to the fact that ε and ε have the same relative factor 0.5 for the maximum eigenvalue and the trace of P * , respectively.
Finally, note that the convergence rate with respect toγ (i.e., the large deviation exponent) may be improved by considering a more sophisticated observation dissemination protocol. For instance, the neighbor selection probabilities in the observation dissemination protocol from Section II-D may be optimized for a given communication network structure. This could lead to a faster mixing Markov chain governing the observation dissemination and, hence, for the same rateγ , a sensor could more likely receive the observations of more sensors in each epoch (also see Remark 6), leading to faster convergence of {μγ } to δ P * .
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a distributed Kalman filtering scheme, the Modified Gossip Interactive Kalman Filter (M-GIKF), where the filtered states are exchanged and the observations are propagated at a rateγ among the sensors over the network graph. We have shown that, for eachγ > 0, the conditional estimation error covariance at a randomly selected sensor converges weakly (in distribution) to a unique invariant measure μγ of an associated RRE. To prove this, we have interpreted the filtered states as stochastic particles and formulated the resulting random Riccati equation with Markov modulated switching as a random dynamical system. After establishing weak convergence to μγ , we have further characterized μγ as γ → ∞, showing that μγ satisfies the large deviation upper and lower bounds, providing a tradeoff between communication rate and estimation accuracy. In particular, we have shown that the distributed M-GIKF approaches the centralized performance exponentially fast inγ , the communication rate parameter, in that the measure μγ converges to δ P * exponentially fast in probability asγ → ∞.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF THEOREM 4
First define the following class of sets: C = {F |F is closed and P * ∈ F }.
Then proving this theorem is equivalent to proving the following:
where the Prohorov metric d P (μγ , δ P * ) = inf{ε > 0| μγ (F ε ) + ε ≥ 1, ∀F ∈ C} is defined in [26] . Consider 0 < ε < 1 small enough. Then there exists a ε 0 > 0 such that, for every F ∈ C, we have B ε 0 (P * ) ⊂ F ε . The numerical value of the string R = P * belongs to B ε 0 (P * ), and hence by (111), there exists an integer r * such that
, where r * = r 0 + r ε 1 .
Thus, for all F ∈ C, we have
Then, following the definition of d P (μγ , δ P * ), when γ → ∞, we have
Hence,
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, by considering the limit as ε → 0, we conclude that limγ →∞ d P (μγ , δ P * ) = 0.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Since the sequence {P n (k)} converges weakly (in distribution) to μγ , we have lim sup as the effective domain of I (·), i.e., the set on which I (·) is finite. There exists a small enough ε > 0, such that the closed ballB ε (X) ∈ • . Then, from (105), we have
Now we calculate the right-hand side of (106). The set S P * (X) is non-empty, due to the fact that X ∈ D I implying that I (X) is finite and S P * (X) is non-empty. Hence, for some r 0 ∈ T + and j 1 , ..., j r 0 ∈ P, we have a string R = ( f j 1 , . .., f j r 0 , P * ) ∈ S P * (X). Define the function g:
With Proposition 4 (ii), for ε 1 > 0, there exists r ε 1 such that
For any r ∈ T + such that r ≥ r 0 +r ε 1 and any string R 1 ∈ S P 0 r of the form
where f i 1 , ..., f i r−r 0 −rε 1 ∈ P, it follows that
which is derived from the fact that
Therefore,
For r ≥ r 0 + r ε 1 , define the set of strings
Then, it follows that N (R 2 ) ∈ B ε (X), ∀ R 2 ∈ R t . Thus, for r ≥ r 0 + r ε 1 , we have
From (106) and (110), there exists
Since limγ →∞ q n k (2 N − 1) = 1, i.e., the probability of each sensor obtaining the full set of observations through the observation dissemination protocol approaches 1 as the communication rateγ → ∞, we have lim inf
where the last inequality follows from the fact that lim infγ →∞
Since the above holds for all (n r 0 , . . . , n 1 ) ∈ P r 0 , we have lim inf
with
Given that the above holds for all R ∈ S P * (X), we have lim inf
Finally, from the fact that for X / ∈ D I , I (X) = ∞, we have lim inf
Since • is open, from Proposition 5 (iii), we have
Thus, the proof is completed.
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We first prove, if l (F) < ∞, there exists r F ∈ T + large enough, such that for all R ∈ U(F) with len(R) ≥ r F , we havew(R r F ) ≥ l (F). Then the proof for the case of l(F) naturally follows.
The case l (F) = 0 is trivial, by choosing an arbitrary positive r F . Consider the case l (F) ≥q, whereq = min 1≤n≤N,j ∈Pqn (j ). Using an inductive argument, it suffices to show that for everyq ≤ i ≤ l (F), there exists a positive r i F ∈ T + such that, for R ∈ U(F) with len(R) ≥ r i F , we havew
First we consider the case i =q. We assume on the contrary that there is no such rq F ∈ T + for which the above property holds. Since U(F) is not empty, by Proposition 3 (i), there exists r 0 ∈ T + such that
Thus, the non-existence of rq F implies that, for every r ≥ r 0 , there exists a string R r ∈ U(F) with len(R r ) ≥ r , such that w(R r r ) = 0. Therefore, such R r is of the form
where j 1 , . . . , j len(R r )−r ∈ P. Thus, by denoting
we have N (R r ) = f r
. By Proposition 4 (ii), the uniform convergence of the Riccati iterates implies that, for an arbitrary ε > 0, there exists r ε ≥ M, such that, for
where the constant r ε can be chosen independently of X. Then, by defining r ε = max(r 0 , r ε ), we have
Since ε is arbitrary, the above result shows that the sequence {N (R r )} r≥r ε of numerical results converges to P * as r → ∞. By construction, the sequence {N (R r )} r≥r ε belongs to the set F, and we conclude that P * is a limit point of the set F.
Since F is closed, we have P * ∈ F, which implies
Hence, specifically, f 2 N −1 , P * ∈ U(F). Thus the fact that w ( f 2 N −1 , P * ) = 0 contradicts the hypothesis l (F) ≥q. Therefore, we establish that, if l (F) ≥q, there exists rq F satisfying the property in (117) for i =q. Note here that, if l (F) =q, this step has completed the proof of the lemma. In the general case, to establish (117) for allq ≤ i ≤ l (F), we need the following additional steps.
Let us now assume l (F) ≥ 2q. We further assume on the contrary that the claim in (117) does not hold for anȳ q ≤ i ≤ l (F). By the previous step, clearly the claim holds for i =q. Then, let k,q ≤ k < l (F), be the largest number such that the claim in (117) holds for allq ≤ i ≤ k, which implies that there exists no r k+q F ∈ T + satisfying the claim in (117) for i = k+q. Since the claim holds for i = k, there exists r k F ∈ T + such that, for all R ∈ U(F) with len(R) ≥ r k F , we havē
and (118) imply that, for every r ≥ r 0 , there exists a string R r ∈ U(F) with len(R r ) ≥ r such thatw(R r r ) < k +q. Define r 0 = max(r 0 , r k F ), then by the existence of r k F and w(R r r ) < k +q, we havew(R r r ) = k for r ≥ r 0 . Therefore, for r ≥ r 0 , R r is necessarily of the form
Now consider the sequence {R r } r≥r 0 . Define the set J as J = {R r , r ≥ r 0 }, and also define the set J 1 as
Since the cardinality of the set J 1 is finite and the set J is countably infinite, for a specific R ∈ J 1 , the set
(R ) is countably infinite. This in turn implies that we can extract a subsequence {R r m } m≥0 from the sequence {R r } r≥r 0 , such that
In other words, if R is represented by R =
for each m the string R r m is of the form
where i 1 , . . . , i len(R rm )−r m ∈ P are arbitrary. We denote by
and we have
Since r m → ∞ as m → ∞, by Proposition 14 (ii), we have
Note that the function 
Therefore, the sequence {N (R r m )} m≥0 in F converges to N (R ) as m → ∞. Hence N (R ) is a limit point in F, and N (R ) ∈ F as F is closed. This implies that R ∈ U F . Sincē w(R ) = k and R ∈ U F , this contradicts the hypothesis that k < l (F) and thus the claim in (117) holds for allq
To prove, if l(F) < ∞, there exists r F ∈ T + large enough, such that for all R ∈ U(F) with len(R) ≥ r F , we have π(R r F ) ≥ l(F), the method is the same as above, where l(F) becomes a non-negative integer. We choose r F as the maximum one in these two cases, then the Lemma is proved.
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For ε > 0, define K ε as the ε-neighborhood of K andK as its ε-closure, i.e.,
Since K ε is open, by the weak convergence of the sequence {P n (r )} to μγ , we have lim inf
which implies that lim inf
Now we calculate the left-hand side of (133). Since K ε is closed, the results of Lemma 3 apply. Recall the definition of U(F). Also, for every r ∈ T + and the closed set F, we define
We consider first l(K ) < ∞ and l (K ) < ∞ (i.e., U(K ) is non-empty). We then have P P n (r ) ∈ K ε = P P n (r ) ∈ N U r K ε .
Since K ⊂ K ε and l(K ) < ∞, we have l(K ε ) < ∞. Thus, since K ε is closed, Lemma 3 shows that there exists r K ε ∈ T + , such that, for any string R ∈ U(K ε ) with len(R) ≥ r K ε , we have π R r Kε ≥ l(K ε ) andw R r Kε ≥ l (K ε ). In other words, for all r ≥ r K ε , we have
Now consider r ≥ r K ε and define J P * r as the set of strings 
The set J P * r consists of all strings R with length r such that we have at least l(K ε ) occurrences of non-f 2 N −1 and the value ofw no less than l (K ε ) in the truncated string R r Kε .
For r ≥ r K ε , it is obvious that the following holds:
Clearly, we have that, for r ≥ r K ε , P P n (r ) ∈ N (J 
Then, taking the limit as ε → 0 on both sides leads to lim sup
From Proposition 5 (iii), we have
whereĪ (X) = inf R∈S P * (X )w (R). Again, taking the limit as ε → 0 and from Proposition 5 (iv), we have
The lemma then follows from (140) and (142).
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Let a > 0 be arbitrary and choose z ∈ N such that z ≥ a. From Proposition 3 (ii), there exists α P * ∈ R + depending on P * only, such that 
Then, we have the following inclusion: 
To estimate the probability μγ (K C a ), we follow the method in Lemma 4. First, we have the following by weak convergence: 
